
Lake	Como	Meet	2022	

Participants:	

Nigel Bassam 

Marcello Ceci (Guest) 

Gordon Chisholm (Organizer) 

John Hayes 

Rafal Malczyk 

Vincent Perrin 

Nick Smith 

The meet was based in the Grigna mountains, north of Lecco at the Piani di 
Resinelli (1200m). This locaLon gives access to snow and ice climbs high up, 
and on lower south facing crags rock climbing venues. Unfortunately however 
the winter 2021-2022 south of the alps was the driest on record, and there was 
very liQle snow and no ice. 

We originally had planned to stay at the “Rifugio Carlo Porta”, however this was 
shutdown at short noLce, and was no longer available. Another rifugio nearby 
was contacted “Rifugio Locatelli” and the guardians, Fabio and Isa, very kindly 
offered to stay open all the week (They are usually closed on Mondays and 
Tuesdays). 

The hut is on the road, and not withstanding the numerous hairpin bends on 
the access road, gives fast car access to numerous venues. It is also possible to 
climb directly from the hut on the Grigna Meridionale (2180m) or low lying 



crags. On Sunday we did not do any climbing due to Lme lost trying to find a 
parking place, the locaLon is very popular with the locals on Sunday,  it was like 
Brighton beach on the summer bank holiday. We had a snack at LaureQa’s 
place, she is the daughter of Casimiro Ferrari. Later we went to the hut to 
check in and have our evening meal : 4 starters + 3 main dishes + sweet 
washed down with copious quanLLes of wine. 

Notwithstanding the heavy dinner, and abundant breakfast (various cakes and 
croissants) we managed to start the first full day of the meet (Monday). We 
went by car to the Northern side of the Grigna SeQentrionale (2410m) to climb 
the classic ridge “Cresta di Piancaformia” (PD). Hoping to find some hard snow 
we were disappointed to find that what liQle there had been, had been blown 
away by the wind. Anyway as a 1000m height difference it was good training 
especially because of the intake of calories at the evening meal. Arriving at the 
summit we were greeted by a flock of choughs. 



 

 



Back at Fabio’s place we again had to contend with mulLple starters, main 
courses  and grappa. 

Day two (Tuesday) arrived, with the usual brilliant blue skies. Rock climbing was 
the chosen acLvity of the day and we went to a low lying crag, 2 minutes from 
the road, in the valley below us (Rocca di Baeido). This crag offers solid 
limestone slab routes, at first fairly verLcal and higher up sloping. So the 
climbing progresses from athleLc to fricLon. The routes are of 5/6 pitches of 
4a/5b.Back to Fabio’s and I will spare you the details, but suffice to say at this 
point he started feeding us his homemade Lramisu… 



 

Day three (Wednesday) dawned, usual blue sky. John and Vincent bravely 
decided to try the “Cresta SeganLni”, an easy route in the summer (2c/3a), 
fairly long 500m, but in winter reaches AD/AD+. Requires and early start as the 
approach is quite long (up slightly overhanging ladders) and reaches the 
summit of the mountain (Grigna Meridionale). Meanwhile the rest of us 
(Gordon, Rafal, Nigel and Nick) went to rock climb on  mountain (Zucco 
dell’angelone) nearby to where we were yesterday. The same compact 
limestone slabs, but routes are longer, we did a route of 9 pitches 4a-5a. Nigel 



and Nick made a detour venturing on to 6b ground before returning to the 
canonical route. Back to Fabio’s for Venison and Guineafowl. 

Day four (Thursday)  

John, Vincent and Rafal wanted to climb on the lake (no, not literally). So they 
headed off to the picturesque lakeside village of Varenna to climb on the 
outside of a road tunnel to the sound of passing traffic. There are numerous 
single pitches starLng from above the water line (4a/6c). However it seems 
they found it not parLcularly interesLng so they went or a pizza and a visit to 
the botanical gardens of Villa Cipressi. 

Meanwhile the rest of us including the guest Marcello , went to do the Central 
Pillar of …… wait for it… Grigna. It entails a long approach (couple of hours) and 
the route (4a) takes you to the summit. Myself (Gordon) and Marcello were 
feeling about off, so Nick and Nigel kindly gave us a lij. 

Back to Fabio’s for rabbit. 

Day Five (Friday) 

John and Vincent thought that the weather would be beQer at the North end 
of the Lake, even if at the hut it was not too bad, a bit cloudy. So they went off 
to do some slabs at Sorico (6a+). Rafal, Nick and Nigel went to do the Cassin 
Route (5a) on the “Corno del Medale”, a 350m south facing crag just above 
Lecco. The route opened by Riccardo Cassin in 1931 is a super classic and has 
been climbed 10s of thousands of Lmes, and is renown for being extremely 
polished and slippery.  

Back to Fabio’s for octopus and bass. 

Day Six (Friday) 

We wake up to snow, it has already put down 1cm and conLnues to snow. Nick 
and Nigel go to try  climbing at a crag an hour’s walk from the hut. Ajer one 
pitch they return.The rest of us stay in the hut next to the fire. At 12.00 our 
friends from the Saluzzo CAI (Livio Perom, Carlo Galgliardone, Silvia Perona and 



Giorgio Fresia) arrive. We have a nice lunch with them and try the excellent 
arLsan beer they brought with them.bThis is the last day, and the following day 
everybody returns to the airport. 
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